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Rain Garden Care Guidance for Pioneer Square Roadside Rain 
Gardens  
500 block of Occidental Ave South.  

 
The most important thing to keep in mind when caring for these gardens is that, while rain 
gardens are an especially useful type of garden that protect Puget Sound from polluted runoff, 
they are first and foremost just a garden. And a garden ain’t a garden without a gardener. You 
don’t have to be a super gardener, you just need to have a relationship with the plants, soils 
and clean air they provide. Everything you need to know is detailed in the included “Rain 
Garden Care Guide” and we are providing some specific details related to these gardens for 
further clarification. 
 

Site specific details: 
This is an urban site with plenty of foot and vehicle traffic and relatively high population 
density. That means these gardens may get more litter in them. Litter removal should be done 
with care, and any hazardous items dealt with appropriately. Cigarette butts and plastic 
wrappers are likely to be the most common items and are unsightly. Since many people will 
walk past these gardens, keeping them attractive is important to encourage more of them to be 
created and invited into our built environment. Once the fencing is installed, there shouldn’t be 
much trampling, but if you see signs that people are stepping in the garden that should be 
addressed ASAP.  

 

Plant specific details: 
These gardens were designed to be hardy and resilient and require as little maintenance as 
possible. But all plants require some care.  
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London Plane tree: These trees are the signature tree of Pioneer 
Square. They make great street trees that don’t buckle pavement 
too much, have beautiful leaves and bark, provide lovely shade in 
summer, but let the sun shine down in winter (whenever the sun 
actually comes out). Watering of these trees as they get 
established is already taken care of, but take care not to disturb 
their roots while working in the garden.  
 
 
 
Oregon Grape (aka Oregon grape 
holly) is the dominant plant in these 
gardens. Two varieties with slightly 
different leafs were selected for their 
low-growing habit (to protect sight 
lines for vehicle/pedestrian safety). A 
native species common in our PNW 
forests, they offer varying shades of 
green to red and purple foliage. They 
are drought tolerant but will need a little bit of watering during the driest summer months 
especially during the first 1-2 years after planting. The leaves have small spines on them, similar 
to English holly but much less hard and they rarely hurt gardeners, but their appearance 
provide a visual deterrent to dogs and people. The produce small blue/purple berries and small 
bell-shaped clusters of yellow flowers providing an ever changing color palette.  
 
Lavendar and Rosemary: These 
culinary herbs with their aromatic 
flowers and foliage are not only good 
pollinator support plants (save the 
bees!) but they are also said to 
discourage unwanted rodents in 
planted areas. The varieties in these 
gardens were chosen to not grow too 
tall. They are also drought tolerant but 
will need to be watered occasionally 
especially in the first two years.  
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Nodding onion and Common Camas 
(aka camas lilly), are both traditional 
first food plants of this region that 
have cultural significance for Coast 
Salish indigenous cultures. They bring 
a pop of fresh growth to the garden 
in spring and die back in winter and 
repeat that cycle year after year. Both 
have pretty flowers, camas is purple 
and nodding onion purple-to-white.  
 
Crimson Flag is planted close to the center of the gardens, 
nearest to the London plane tree. It is a type of iris and is quite 
hardy. Bright red flowers emerge in the late summer, and it has 
long grass-like leaves. Like the other plants, it is drought tolerant 
but will want some water in the driest months especially during 
the first two years.  
 
 
 
 

Weeds: 
Because there are only 6 plant species and they are 
planted in a pretty clear pattern with even spacing, 
weed identification should be relatively simple. 
Anything that isn’t one of those plants, planted in 
one of the evenly-spaced locations, can be safely 
removed. Over time the plants we planted will 
spread and the pattern will change, and you can 
allow that natural process to unfold, or you can keep things in tidy rows 
depending on your aesthetic preference. Not all weeds are problematic but many 
can overgrow the desired plants and should be removed as thoroughly as 
possible such as English Ivy, Himalayan Blackberry, and Bindweed.  
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Mulch: 
Woodchip mulch is our preferred form of mulch and maintaining 
a 2-inch layer of mulch is a great way to conserve soil moisture 
(reducing the need to water but not eliminating it) and deter 
weeds. It also makes it easier to remove any weeds that do 
grow. Beauty bark is often tinted and sometimes has chemicals 
so we discourage it’s use, but shredded natural bark and large 
natural bark nuggets are also okay.  
 
 

Water Flow 
As a rain garden, an important function is these gardens 
ability to collect rain water that runs off of the sidewalks 
and awnings of the adjacent buildings. This stormwater 
that comes off of our urban areas is the single largest 
source of pollution in Puget Sound. To make sure the rain 
gardens are helping reduce this pollution, these gardens 
need to have the level of their soils maintained just below 
the level of the sidewalks surrounding them. If soil or 
vegetation block the runoff from entering the garden, it 
will instead run off the curb into the storm drain and 
straight out into Puget Sound. During rainy weather, take 
a look and see if the water from the sidewalks is able to 
trickle into the gardens or not. If not, a little bit of digging 
and removing of soils or vegetation, especially at the 
outer edges of the garden, should restore the flow of 
runoff back into the garden’s soils where it can be 
absorbed and cleaned up rather than running off. The 
soil level should never be more than 3 inches below the 
sidewalk (per SDOT requirements) and 0.5-1 inch is 
preferred. 
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